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R E G U L A T I O N  No. 145 / 1997 Sb.

of the State Office for Nuclear Safety

on Accounting  for and Control of Nuclear Material and their Detailed Specification

           The State Office for Nuclear Safety in accordance with § 47, par. 7 to implement § 2,
ad j), item 1, ad aa) and bb); § 18, par. 1, ad b) of the of  the Law  No. 18/1997 Sb. on
peaceful use of nuclear energy and ionising radiation (Atomic Law) and  on amendment and
supplement of several  laws (further on “the Law”):

PART  ONE
INTRODUCTORY PROVISIONS

§ 1
Subject of Regulation

          (1) This Regulation delimitates values for nuclear material as well as the system of
accounting for and control of nuclear material.
          (2) For the purposes of this Regulation there is understood:
a) nuclear material handling  means any lawivity involving nuclear material, especially in

their production, processing, treatment, utilisation, collection, storage, disposal and
liquidation, including their import, export or transit,

b) a flow of nuclear material shall mean all their management at the licensee [§ 9, par. 1, ad l)
of the Law], including changes of  their category,

c) a batch of nuclear material  means  the accounted unit with its own identification marked
either on the packing or on the related to it structural elements, whose composition and
amount are defined by an unambiguous set of the delimitations (weight, enrichment,
physical and chemical form) or by measurements at a given key measurement point
(further on “batch”); nuclear material in a batch can be either in bulk form or in several
separate items,

d) a nuclear material category means thorium, depleted uranium, natural uranium, enriched
uranium or plutonium,

e) a physical inventory of nuclear material  means the physical verification of all quantities of
this material at the licensee within a given material balance area by a given date, specified
by the State Office for Nuclear Safety (further on “the Office”); physical inventory
comprises the identification of individual batches, their items and measurements,

f) a book inventory of nuclear material means the documented list on the quantities of the
individual batches of nuclear material present at the licensee, summarising totals of the
accounted quantities of individual categories of nuclear material which have been
established in accordance with the accounting documents to a certain date,
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g) a general ledger of nuclear material means a document on the changes in the accounted
quantities of the individual categories of nuclear material in time, kept by a licensee and
reflecting all changes in quantity or category of nuclear material which occurred since the
most recent physical inventory of nuclear material,

h) material balance area means  as a rule a licensee, a group of licensees, nuclear installation
or its separate parts where nuclear materials are physically present; all usual inputs and
outputs into or out of the material balance area shall be measurable,

i) a key measurement point means a part of the material balance area in which nuclear
material can be measured and verified and which, as a rule, coincides with an individual
workplace where nuclear materials are present,

j) an effective kilogram  means a special unit used in the international safeguards of nuclear
material, while quantities in effective kilograms are:

1. for plutonium its weight in kilograms,
2. for uranium with an enrichment of 0.01 and above,  its weight in kilograms multiplied by

the square of its enrichment,
3. for uranium with an enrichment below 0.01 but above 0.005, its weight in kilograms

multiplied by 0.0001,
4.  for depleted uranium with an  enrichment of 0.005  or below and for thorium, its

      weight in kilograms multiplied by 0.00005.
k) a nuclear material liquidation means its administrative extraction from the nuclear material

accounting as a measured waste (discharge),
l) seals of the Office or of the International Atomic Energy Agency (further on “the Agency”)

means the technical means preventing handling of nuclear material under these seals;
verification of nuclear material is performed by checking the integrity of the seals.

§ 2
Delimitation of Nuclear Materials

          (1) Values for the delimitation of nuclear materials [§ 2, ad j), item 1, ad aa) and bb) of
the Law] are:
a) for source materials the quantity with a mass exceeding 0.005 kg,
b) for special fissionable  materials the quantity with a mass exceeding 0.005 g.
           (2) The nuclear material accounting for  and control of shall not apply to materials at
the stage of prospecting, survey, mining and pre-treatment of uranium and thorium ores,
provided they did not reach the stage of uranium or thorium concentrate after the drying stage
of the technological process, and their mass and uranium or thorium contents were not
measured.

PART TWO
SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTING FOR AND CONTROL OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS

§ 3
State System of Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Materials

          (1) To implement the state system of accounting for and control of nuclear material, the
Office divides the Czech Republic, in accordance with the licensees into the material balance
areas.
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           (2) The Office, upon a negotiation with the licensee shall specify the key measurement
points in each material balance area.

§ 4
Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Materials

          (1) To assure the accounting for and control of nuclear material, the licensee shall keep
accounting and operating records, shall process and transmit to the Office information on the
design of nuclear installations, the accounting reports, special reports, advance notifications
and statements on the import of nuclear material; he shall also  record all operational losses,
retained waste and exempted nuclear material.
          (2) Accounting for  and control of nuclear materials is carried out on the basis of a
written guideline of the licensee on the accounting for and control of nuclear materials, which
establishes:
a) nuclear materials location at the licensee,
b) the scope of authority and responsibility of the nuclear material accountant officer, and  the

personal responsibilities of other  persons authorised for nuclear materials accounting at the
individual workplaces,

c) the procedure and deadlines for submitting to the nuclear material accountant officer
information related to the utilisation and consumption of nuclear material at the individual
workplaces, nuclear material movement between workplaces, receiving and  shipping of
nuclear material,

d) the procedure for keeping the operating records for all workplaces where nuclear materials
are used, stored or consumed,

e) the procedure for keeping the accounting records,
f) the method and procedure of the measurements necessary to determine the quantities of

nuclear materials received, shipped, consumed (including measured operating losses) or
included into the inventory,

g) using for the measurements the most accurate accessible instruments and equipment, the
accuracy of which corresponds to the international standard,

h) the procedure for  evaluation of the correctness of measurements and estimation of the
errors,

i) the method and frequency of the measuring instruments calibration, determination of the
tanks volumes and method of sampling,

j) the procedures  for evaluation of differences between measurements of the shipper and
receiver,

k) the procedures of the commissional nuclear material liquidation for the measured operating
losses which should ensure them unrecoverable,

l) the actions of the licensee personnel during the Office or the Agency inspections,
m)  the actions of the personnel in the event of nuclear material loss, integrity or operability

failure in the Office or the Agency check equipment,
n) the procedure for the evaluation of  material unaccounted for.
          (3) The accounting for and control of nuclear material shall be carried out, upon the
licensee written authorisation, by a natural person (hereafter referred to as “nuclear material
accountant officer”), a duplicate of the authorisation shall be transferred to the Office. This
person fulfils especially the following tasks:
a) participates in the preparation and planning of all licensee lawivities related to the nuclear

materials management,
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b) checks on the fulfilment of the guideline on accounting for and control of  nuclear
materials at the licensee,

c) performs periodic check-ups on the compliance of physical state of nuclear material with
the operation records, inspects the Office and  the Agency seals and other check technical
equipment; prepares records on those check-ups and inspections,

d) keeps accounting records and prepares the book inventory of nuclear material and is
responsible for their preserving,

e) prepares the accounting reports,
f) checks physically each receipt and each shipment of nuclear material,
g) assures organisationally the physical inventory taking the nuclear materials,
h) accompanies the Office and the Agency inspectors during their inspections,
i) retaines the Office and the Agency documents related to the nuclear material accounting at

the licensee.

§ 5
Accounting Records

          (1) Accounting records shall contain:
a) data on the nuclear material inventory increases  and decreases, or  changes of their
category (further on “inventory change”),
b)  all results of the measurements which are used for the physical inventory taking or for
verification of the inventory changes  of the individual batches of nuclear material,
c) all adjustments and corrections that have been made in respect of  inventory changes or
physical inventory,
d) further data on the nuclear material check-ups, in accordance with the Office requirements.
           (2) The records on all  inventory changes and physical inventory include the date, batch
name, category of nuclear materials, material description, number of items in each batch,
batch weight, measurement method, location of the batch and, if possible, the batch source
data with a comment. The  records shall separately account for each nuclear material category
in each batch of nuclear material.
          (3) For each inventory change, its type and, in the case of a licensee change, also the
original or future licensee, shall be indicated.
          (4) The data included into the accounting  records shall excerpted  from the operating
records or source data.

§ 6
Operating  Records

          (1) The operating  records shall be kept directly at workplaces where nuclear material is
produced, used or stored.
          (2) The operating records shall include:
a) those operating data which are used by the licensee to establish changes in the inventories
and composition of nuclear materials,
b) the data obtained from the calibration of check measuring instruments, tanks volume
determinations and from sampling and analyses,
c) a description of lawivities performed in preparing for, and in taking a physical inventory,
and in order to ensure that it is correct and complete,
d) a description of the measurements  quality and the derived estimates of the  random and
systematic error,
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e) a description of measures taken in order to ascertain the cause and magnitude of any
unmeasured loss,
f) the date and the signature of an employee who has prepared the record, and  in the case of
inventory changes,  which lead to the termination of accounting  nuclear materials for, the
signatures of at least three employees including the signature of the nuclear material
accountant officer.
          (3) Data on the material weight in the accounting and operation records shall be given
in numbers rounded to two decimals, the unit for source materials is kilogram and  for special
fissile material  gram.

§ 7
Design Information on  Nuclear Installations

          The design information on nuclear installations and on their changes contain:
a) the identification of the installation, stating its general character, purpose, design capacity

of the production, utilisation and consumption of nuclear materials, geographic location,
and the name and address,

b) a description of the general arrangement of the installation with reference to the form,
location and flow of nuclear materials and to the general layout of the items of equipment
important for the nuclear materials accounting and control,

c) a description of features of the installation related to nuclear materials accounting and
control,

d) a description of the existing and proposed procedures for nuclear materials accounting and
control with special reference to the nuclear materials flow, their physical inventory taking
and the material balance preparation; such description shall be conform with the
requirements for the form and content of the accounting documents to be submitted at an
inspection or transmitted to the Office, as established in this Regulation,

e) the dates, procedures and methods  for nuclear material measurement, including the
measuring instruments calibration.

§ 8
Accounting Reports

           (1) Accounting reports are:
a) inventory change report,
b) physical inventory list,
c) material balance report.
       (2) The inventory change report shall be submitted in the format of filled-in form No. 1 of
the  Annex, or as a database file in the format prescribed by the Office and accompanied with
a hard copy stamped by the licensee stamp and signed by the nuclear material accountant
officer. The inventory change report shall be dispatched to the Office not later than within five
days after each inventory change.
      (3) Physical inventory list and material balance report shall be submitted in the a format
of filled-in forms Nos 2 and 3 of the Annex, respectively, or as database file in the format
prescribed by the Office and accompanied with a hard copy stamped by the licensee stamp and
signed by the nuclear material accountant officer. The physical inventory list and material
balance report shall be dispatched to the Office not later than within ten days after the end of
each physical inventory taking.
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     (4) The accounting reports shall show all changes in the accounted for quantity of nuclear
material including the category changes which has been stated into the accounting  records at
a certain date.
      (5) The physical inventory list is a result of a physical inventory taking  of nuclear
materials, the   procedure of which shall be established by the Office in accordance with the
proposal of the licensee.
     (6)  The material balance report is a summary of all types of the inventory changes
occurred, including  the initial and final physical inventory lists and serves to establish the
unaccounted for quantities between two corresponding physical inventories.
     (7) Material unaccounted  for  is established as a difference between the final book
inventory and the physical inventory list. The licensee shall justify this amount of material
unaccounted for  in a concise note to the material balance report.
            (8) The guidelines for filling in the accounting reports are given in the Annex.

§ 9
Special Reports

          The licensee transmits to the Office a special report:
a) about any event when a loss of nuclear material occurred or may have occurred, or integrity
of the nuclear material containment was breached; The special report shall be dispatched to
the Office without delay, however not later than within 24 hours following  the discovery of
such event or the possibility of its occurrence,
b) following the event and lawion under subpara a), he shall report in detail especially on its
range in relation to nuclear material, and shall propose measures designed to prevent a re-
occurrence of such event; that special report shall be dispatched to the Office not later than
within 14 days following the discovery of the event or the possibility of its occurrence,
c) on the damaged seal or on an impaired function or impaired conditions of the prescribed
function of the check equipment belonging to the Office or Agency; such event shall be
reported without delay to the Office by the licensee.

§ 10
Advance Notifications

          (1) The licensee shall dispatch to the Office an advance notification:
a) in case that he wishes to consume or dilute nuclear material in such a way that it will
become unrecoverable, or if he plans an export or import of nuclear material in the quantities
exceeding 1 effective kilogram; such notification shall be forwarded to the Office not later
than 6 weeks before the beginning of the operation. This provision does not apply to the
consumption of nuclear material in nuclear relawors,
b) in case that he plans to carry out operations which result in damaging the Office or the
Agency seals, the licensee shall notify the Office on such operation without delay.

          (2) The advance notification shall include:
a) the name and identification of the licensee,
b) an identification, quantity and composition of the nuclear material to be diluted or
consumed,  imported or exported; location of the seals to be broken,
c) the date of the beginning and of the end of the operation,
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d) a brief description of the operations and their purpose.

§ 11
Operating Losses

          (1)  The operating losses are:
a) the unmeasured operating losses which occur in each technology especially as a result of
dispersion, evaporation, rounding and as a result of analytical errors or an unauthorized
withdrawal; such losses shall be determined by a physical inventory taking and they result in
material unaccounted for,
b) the measured operating losses that represent such measured waste of nuclear material
which is for the given licensees unusable, due to its quantities and especially with respect to
the costs, such material is usually technologically recoverable by other than the ore processing
technology, those losses include particularly ground-off material and  turnings mixed with
other metals arising in the course of co-machining, slags, residue sintered on crucibles,
unprocessible and highly radiolawive solutions, and analytical residues.

          (2) The operating loss limits shall be established by the Office for each  licensee. The
licensee shall inform the Office by a special report on each violation of those limits.

          (3) The measured operating losses shall be always analytically determined or estimated
on the basis of measurements. They shall not be calculated from the material balance as a
difference between the weight of the process source material and the weight of the product.
Results of the analyses and measurements shall be an integral part of the operating  records.

          (4) The measured operating loss shall be stored separately from other types of wastes,
especially radiolawive ones, untill its final disposal. Before its final disposal, the measured
waste material shall be processed in such a way that makes nuclear material unrecoverable,
bitumenation processing into the concrete and transfer into the final disposal are routinely
used. The licensee shall transmit to the Office a copy of the disposal report which is an
integral part of the operating records.

§ 12
Accounting for Domestic Transfers of Nuclear Material

          (1) In the case of domestic transfers, the transferring licensee shall forward to the
receiving licensee a report on the inventory change, according to § 8, para 1, letter a) of this
Regulation, which shall contain data on the quantity and type of the nuclear material
transferred.

           (2) The receiving licensee shall verify data specified by the transferring licensee, and
then he shall notify the Office on the inventory change by the corresponding report.

          (3) In case of a discrepancy between data specified by the transferring and receiving
licensees, the licensee shall ask the Office to carry out a check  measurement, the result of
which measurement shall be for the accounting purposes decisive.
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§ 13
Accounting for International Transfers of Nuclear Materials

          (1) If the licensee exports or imports nuclear material in the quantity exceeding 1
effective kilogram within a period of three months, he / she shall specify in his advance
notification on the nuclear material transfer, according to § 9, par. 3 of this Regulation,:
a) the name and address of the transferring or receiving licensee,
b) the data on quantity and composition of nuclear materials,
c) the date and location when andwhere the shipment will be closed up or opened,
d) the date of the shipment dispatch or arrival,
e) the receiving or transferring State and location  where the Czech Republic will transfer or
assume responsibility for the nuclear material.

           (2) The para 1) provisions shall also apply to imports and exports of the materials at the
stage of pre-treatment of uranium or thorium ores if the uranium or thorium content in these
materials is higher than 1 effective kilogram.

          (3) The licensee shall provide for that each shipment of nuclear material abroad is
accompanied by the document written as an export or import notification in the format of the
filled-in form No. 6  of the Annex.

          (4) The application for the nuclear material import license shall be supported by the
import statement in the format of the filled-in form No. 7 of the Annex.

           (5) The guidelines for filling in the forms required for international transfers are given
in the Annex.

§ 14
Retained Waste

          (1) Nuclear materials which can not be used directly at a given licensee, either because
of its physical form or its location, accessible for routine inspections only with difficulty,
which is however recoverable and its future utilisation is feasible, shall be transferred into the
retained waste. Before the material is transferred into the retained waste, it shall be measured.
The results of this measurement shall be included into the operating records.

          (2) Nuclear material transferred into the retained waste shall be:
a) stored separately from other nuclear materials,
b)  included neither into  into the book inventory nor into general ledger,
c) listed separately in  the list of a nuclear material physical inventory,
d) remain further  under the Office control.

         (3) In the event the retained waste ought to be processed, transferred to some other
licensee or stored together with other nuclear material, it shall be transferred back under the
ordinary nuclear material accounting.
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          (4) The licensee shall take care to avoid unreasonable accumulation of the retained
waste. The licensee shall notify the Office on the nuclear material transfer into the retained
waste  and on its re-transfer back into ordinary  accounting the nuclear materials, forwarding
to the Office report on the inventory change report as of the date of such transfer or re-
transfer.

§ 15
Exempted Nuclear Material

          (1) In the event that the licensee uses nuclear materials for non-nuclear applications (for
example as shielding) or uses gram quantities of fissile material (for example as a detecting
parts of an instruments), he may apply to the Office for transfer of such material into the
exempted nuclear material.

          (2) The Office may instigate transfer of nuclear material into the exempted nuclear
material.

          (3) Nuclear materials transferred into the exempted nuclear material shall be:
a) stored separately from other nuclear materials,
b)  included neither into the book inventory nor into general ledger,
c) listed separately in the list of a nuclear material physical inventory,
d) remain further under the Office control.

          (4) In the event the exempted nuclear material ought to be processed, transferred to
some other licensee or stored together with other nuclear material, it shall be transferred back
under the ordinary nuclear material accounting.

           (5) The licensee shall notify the Office on a nuclear material transfer into the exempted
nuclear material and on its re-transfer back into ordinary accounting the nuclear materials,
forwarding to the Office report on the inventory change  report as of the date of such transfer
or re-transfer.

PART  THREE
COMMON AND FINAL PROVISIONS

§ 16
Information to the Office

          Licensees shall transfer all required data, reports and notifications according to this
Regulation either in writing or by fax. Over the telephone could be transferred only the
advance notifications or urgent messages which however shall be additionally and
immediately communicated in writing.

§ 17

Archiving of  Accounting and Operating Reports and  Source Documents
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          The licensee shall archive the accounting and operating reports and source documents
related the accounting for and check of nuclear material and selected items for a period of at
least 5 years from the moment of their  origination.

§ 18
Final Provision

          Adequately simpler accounting may be kept in the event that the source materials are
used in kilogram quantities or special fissile materials are used in gram quantities as etalons or
as a detecting part of the instruments.

§ 19
Force

           This Regulation comes into  force by the day of proclamation.

The   Chairman
Ing.  Štuller    own hand

Annex

PROCEDURES

for implementation of  accounting   for  and control of nuclear material

Form No. 1 - Report on Inventory Change
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           For nuclear material transfers within the Czech Republic, the shipper shall fill in the
left-hand side of the form, in the right-hand side he fills only “Name and address of the
receiver or code of the installation and the material balance area (MBA)”. The shipper shall
make out the total of 5 copies one of which he shall forward to the Office, three - to the
receiver and one copy he retains for his own needs. The receiver shall fill in the right-hand
side of the form; he shall return one of his copies back to the shipper, one copy he shall
forward to the Office and the last one he retains for his own needs.

          In the event of international imports or exports, two copies of the form shall be filled in.
The shipper of receiver shall forward one copy to the Office and he retains the second for his
own needs. For an international shipment, the shipper shall fill in the whole  left-hand side of
the form, in the right-hand side he fills only “Name and address of the receiver or code of the
installation and the MBA”, for each international shipment he shall provide the accompanying
document in the form of “Export-Import Notification”.

          For the shipments from  abroad, the receiver shall fill in the left-hand side only “Batch
data” and “Name and address of the shipper or code of the installation and the MBA”, as well
as the whole right-hand side. In the case when the shipper’s accompanying documents do not
specify “Name of the batch”, the receiver shall make note to that effect.

           In the event of the licensee inventory changes (delimitation - see below), the licensee
shall fill in only the left-hand side of the form, two copies. He shall forward one copy to the
Office and he  retains the second for his own needs.

          Two columns in the top right-hand part of the form shall not be filled in, they are used
by the Office.

A. Batch data
1. “Batch name”: The name of the batch shall be composed of capital letters, dash, numbers,
stroke, full point and may not contain more than eighth characters. In the hand-written codes
the “0” number shall be crossed over to distinguish it from letter “O”.
2. “Material description”: Four, so called  key words serve to describe the material:

First and second key words
Code

Nitrate solution LN
Fluoride solution LF
Other solution LO
Homogeneous powder PH
Heterogeneous powder PN
Ceramic pellets CP
Ceramic spheres CS
Other ceramics CO
Pure metal PM
Metal alloy MA
Fuel, rods ER
Fuel, plates EP
Fuel, bundles EB
Fuel assemblies EA
Other fuel EO
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Homogeneous waste SH
Heterogeneous waste SN
Sealed source QS
Small quantity (sample) SS
Solid waste (fuel assembly can) AH
Solid waste, mixed (plastics, gloves, etc.) AM
Solid waste (contaminated equipment) AC
Solid waste (other) AO
Liquid waste (low level) WL
Liquid waste (medium level) WM
Liquid waste (high level) WH

Third key word (specifies the type of nuclear material packing)                Code
Cylinder  C
Parcel P
Drum D
Individual fuel assemblies S
Special packing assuring subcriticality B
Flask F
Other O
Vessel, tank T

Fourth key word                                                                                            Code
Fresh fuel  F
Irradiated fuel I
Ir-recoverable material N
Recoverable material R
Retained waste W

3. “Element”: Code of the nuclear material category shall be specified
Category of nuclear material                                                                         Code
Depleted uranium  D
Natural uranium N
Enriched uranium E
Plutonium P
Thorium T

          In the case when a batch contains two or more categories of nuclear material, the names
or codes of all categories present in the batch shall be indicated in the same order as their
weight data.

4. “Number of items in the batch”: The number of the same or similar items the batch is
composed of, is to be  specified. For example, the number of drums, containers, fuel rods, etc.
If items have the individual identification marks (for example - numbers), or differ in
enrichment, chemical composition, etc., they shall be divided into individual batches with
separate names.

5. “Weight unit”: The unit used in the columns “Total weight”, “Element weight” and
“Isotope mass” is to be  specified, i.e. “kg” or “g”.
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6. “Isotope”: The type of fissionable isotope whose weight is introduced in the column
“Isotope weight” is specified. This column is filled in only in the event of an inventory change
related to enriched uranium.

Isotope(s)                                                                               Code
Uranium enriched by 235U G
Mixture of 235U and 233U J
Uranium containing 233U K

B.  Left-hand side of the form
7. “Name and address of the shipper or code of the installation and the MBA” (i.e. the shipper
or licensee for whom the inventory change is an internal change): The full name and address
of the licensee, including the allocated code, is filled in.

8.  “Report No.”: All accounting reports sent to the Office by the licensee should be
numbered.  The reports are numbered in succession in which they are dispatched to the
Office, disregarding type of the reports.

9. “Method of data measurement”: The following cases should be distinguished, and their
codes should be indicated in the column.

Method of data measurement                                                                Code
Batch data are based on the measurement at the licensee. A brief
description of the measurement used to obtain weight data should
be given.

M

Batch data are based on the measurement at other licensee. N

Batch data are based on the earlier measurement at the same
licensee and they have been already reported in the “Inventory
change report” or in the “Physical inventory list”; the
measurements were not repeated.

T

Batch data are based on the earlier measurement at other licensee
and they have been already for the present licensee reported in the
“Inventory change report” or the “Physical inventory list”; the
measurements were not repeated.

L

10.  “Type of inventory change”: This column shows the category of  inventory changes which
lead to the increases or decreases in the licensee inventory:

a) inventory changes when material is shipped away from the licensee
Key words   Code   Note
Shipment abroad     SF When nuclear material is exported to a

foreign country
Domestic shipment     SD When nuclear material is shipped to

other licensee within the Czech
Republic

b) internal inventory changes
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Key words   Code   Note
Receipt at the initial point of
safeguards RS

Such inventory change takes place
when material within the ore treatment
process reaches the form which
corresponds to the nuclear material
definition.

Return to the state before
safeguards were applied SS

Such inventory change takes place
when  within the nuclear material
treatment process reaches the form
which does not correspond to the
nuclear material definition.

Nuclear production NP Production of special fissile material
Nuclear loss LN Consumption of nuclear material as a

result of its transformation into other
elements or isotopes (caused by
nuclear reaction).

Exemption from accounting - use EU Exemption of nuclear materials from
accounting when they are used for
non-nuclear lawivity, in accordance
with § 14, par. 1 of this Regulation.

De-exemption into accountancy-use DU De-exemption back into accountancy
the nuclear material  exempted for the
utilisation in non-nuclear lawivity, in
accordance with § 14, para 4 of this
Regulation.

Exemption from accounting -
quantity

EQ Exempting from accounting the
nuclear material used in gram or
smaller quantities, in accordance with
§ 14, par. 1 of this Regulation.

De-exemption into accountancy -
quantity

DQ De-exemption back into accountancy
the nuclear material in gram or smaller
quantities, in accordance with § 14,
par. 4 of this Regulation.

Transfer to retained waste TW Transfer the nuclear material to the
retained waste due to its unusability at
the moment. in accordance with § 14,
par. 1 of this Regulation.

Retransfer from retained waste back
to accounting

FW Return back into accountancy the
nuclear material from the retained
waste, in accordance with § 14, para 3
of this Regulation.

Measured waste LD Removal of the measured or estimated
(estimate made on the basis of
measurement) quantity of nuclear
material from the technological
process because of their further
prlawical unusability.

Termination of accountancy for
non-nuclear utilisation

TU Termination of accounting for in
accordance with § 9, par. 2, ad a) of
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this Regulation.
Accidental loss LA Irretrievable and inadvertent loss of

the known quantity of nuclear material
(mostly - as a result of an operational
accident).

Accidental gain GA Accidental gain of nuclear material
(mostly as a result of an operational
accident or find).

c) Special inventory changes
The category of nuclear material changes when uranium is enriched, irradiated or when its
different categories are mixed. Such a change shall be regarded as the inventory change which
makes “Inventory change report” obligatory.

Code of the inventory change is again composed of two letters, the first of them is the code of
the original element,  the second one - the code of the element resulting from the change. For
example - when natural uranium is enriched the code is NE.

Code which belongs to the higher category, according to the code for inventory changes, is
used in the “Element” column. The higher category is given by the following inequality  E >
N > D .

Data in the column “Element weight” are filled in the units which belong to the higher
category. The same is valid for the “Weight unit” column.

The remaining columns are filled in as for other types of the inventory changes.

11.  “Item No.”: In this part of the form the each line is numbered (1, 2, 3).

12.  “Total weight”: Net mass of the compound, alloy, etc. which contains nuclear material is to
be filled in.

13.  “% of element”: Percental content  of the element indicated in the “Element” column in the
compound, alloy, etc. is to be filled in.

14.  “ Element weight”: Value calculated from the total mass and percental content of the
element. In the event that reported nuclear material is a pure element, the columns “Total
weight” and “Element weight” show the same value, and 100 is entered in the “% of element”
column. Weight data are given with two decimals accuracy. Figure 5 is rounded up to a higher
figure.

15.  “Isotope weight”: This column is filled in only in the case of uranium enriched higher
than natural uranium. Weight data are given with two decimals accuracy. Figure 5 is rounded
up to a higher figure.

16. “Correction to”: This column is filled in when data of the preceding report are being
corrected, it permits to refer to the report number and the lines. All columns shall be filled in
(not only the faulty ones).
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17.  “Note”: Letter “C” in this column means that a separate data sheet is attached to the
report. This column shall be filled in in the case of unusual inventory changes (non-typical for
the particular licensee) or  for the inventory changes LD, TU, SS. LN, LA, GA, TW, FW, DN,
ND, NE, EN, DE, ED, and RF with the shipper/receiver difference.

18.  “Date of inventory change”: Date when material is shipped from the licensee or when the
operation leading to an inventory change takes place. In the case of nuclear production or loss
this is the date when nuclear material leaves the nuclear power plant or the date when fuel
assembly is discharged from the core.

19.  “Stamp and signature”: Without the licensee stamp and without signature of the nuclear
material accountant officer the report is invalid and shall be as such disregarded.

20.  “Initial batch or batches”: Filled in in the case when a part of the existing batch (s) is
removed. The name of the shipped batch should be different from the initial batch name.

“Item No.”: In this part of the form each line is numbered (4, 5, 6).

“Batch name ”: As in point 1. The accurate name of the batch is entered, the same as it is
mentioned in the “Physical inventory list”  or “Book inventory”.

“% of element”: As in point  13.

“Decrease of the element weight”: Decrease of the weight resulting from the reported
inventory change in the batch or batches included in the “Physical inventory list” or in “Book
inventory”.

“Decrease of the isotope weight”: Analogous with above  mentioned and point 15.

“Decrease in the number of items in the batch”: Lawual decrease in the number of items
initially present in the batch, which resulted from the reported inventory change, is
mentioned..

“Note”: Letter “X” is entered when and only in the case when there are additional information
supplementing point 20.

C. Right-hand side of the form /filled in by receiver/

21.  “Name and address of the receiver or the installation code and MBA”: As 7.

22.  “Report No.”: As 8. Each licensee numbers his reports independently, i.e. numbers in the
left-hand side and right-hand side will probably differ.

23.  “Method of data measurement”: As 9.

24.  “Type of the inventory change”: Entered only in the event of the following inventory
changes:
Key words   Code           Note
Receipt from abroad   RF For a shipment received from a foreign
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country.
Difference in the
shipper/receiver   measurement    DI

Difference between data indicated by the
shipper and measured data of the receiver.
Is filled in in the same form together with
“RF”, in the same column. Weight  data are
in the second line of “Item No” column.

Receipt, domestic    RD When nuclear material shipment is received
from another Czech licensee.

25.  “Item No.”: As 11.

26.  “Total weight”: As 12.

27.  “% of element”: As 13.

28.  “Element weight”: As 14.

29.  “Isotope weight”: As 15.

30.  “Correction to” As 16.

31.  “Note”: Letter “C” is entered in the column when a separate data sheet is attached to the
report to explain difference between the shipper/receiver measurement for “RF”.

32.  “Date of inventory change”: Date when material is received at the licensee or when the
operation leading to an inventory change took place.

33.  “Stamp and signature”: As point 19.

34.  “Incorporated into batch or batches”: Is filled in when nuclear material is  incorporated
into already existing batches, or batch (s) with a different name is created.

“Item No.”: In this part of the form each line is numbered (4, 5, 6).

“Batch name”: As 1. Name of the batch or batches from the “Physical inventory list” or “Book
inventory” into which received material is incorporated, is mentioned.

“% of element”: As 13.

“Increase of element weight”: Increase in the element weight in the batch or batches, which
are already included in the “Physical inventory list” or “Book inventory”, resulting from the
reported inventory change.

“Increase of isotope weight”: As 15.

“Increase in the number of items in the batch”: Increase in the number of items in the batch or
batches resulting from the reported inventory change.
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“Note”: Number code of the reference is entered if the report is supplemented by additional
data. When a new batch is received, information required in point 32 is not filled in, and
“New batch” is entered into the “Note” column. Location of the received batches is also
entered here.

If a batch contains several categories of nuclear material, the relevant element and weight unit
are entered in the “Element” and “Weight unit”, and several successive lines of weight data
are added. To designate that the line is a continuation of the preceding one, letter “C” is
entered into “Note”.

II. Form No. 2 - Physical Inventory List

          Two copies of this form shall be filled in, one of which is dispatched to the Office, the
second one remains at the licensee. Required number of copies for control needs of the Office
and Agency are made. The form is filled in for each key measurement point separately.

          Two columns in the top right-hand part of the form shall notr be filled in, they are used
by the Office.

1. “Stamp and signature”: As 19 in Form 1.

2. “Name and address of the  licensee or code of the installation and the MBA”: As 7 in  Form
1.

3. “Date”: Date of the physical inventory taking is filled in.

4. “Key measurement point”: Code of the key measurement point, which has been defined as
one of key measurement points at the licensee, is entered. If the licensee and the Office have
not agreed on measures related to the key measurement points, the licensee is considered as
the only key measurement point. In this case the column should remain empty.

5. “Page No.  of pages”: Number of the page and the total number of pagesis entered.

6. “Report No.”: As 8 in Form 1.

7. “Line No.”: Each line shall be numbered (1, 2, 3... etc.). When report  is composed of
several pages, the lines are numbered disregarding if a line continues on the following page.

8. “Batch name”: As 1  in Form 1.

9. “Number of items in the batch”: As 4 in Form 1.

10.  “Material description”: As 2 in Form 1.

11.  “Element”: As 3 in Form 1.

12.  “Total weight”: As 12 in Form 1.
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13.  “Weight unit”: As 5 in Form 1.

14.  “% of element”: As 13 in Form 1.

15.  “Element mass/weight”: As 14 in Form 1.

16.  “Isotope weight ”: As 15 in Form 1.

17.  “Method of data measurement”: As 9 in Form 1. Code N is here unapplicable.

18.  “Isotope”: As 6 in Form 1.

19.  “Note”: If data in the line should be complemented or explained, letter “X” is entered, for
C procedure letter “C” is entered.

20.  “Correction to”: As 16 in Form 1.

21.  “Location of the material”: Accurate delimitation of the material location at the licensee
during physical inventory, should be given.

If a batch contains several categories of nuclear material, several successive lines shall be
filled in. In the columns “Element” and “Weight unit” relevant element and weight unit are
entered into each line. To mark that a line is the continuation of the preceding line, letter “C”
is entered in “Note” column.

III.  Form No. 3 - Material Balance Report

          This form serves to establish the unaccounted for material, two copies shall be filled in,
one of them the licensee shall dispatch together with the “Physical inventory list”, the second
he retains. If a licensee has several categories of nuclear material, their material balances may
be reported on in one report.

The column in the top right-hand part of the form shall be not filled in, it is used by the
Office.

1. “Stamp and signature”: As 19 in Form 1.

2. “Name and address of the licensee or code of the installation and the MBA”: As 7 in  Form
1.

3. “Period from to”: Date of the first day after preceding physical inventory  taking and the
date of the new physical inventory taking.
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4. “Page No.  of pages”:  As 5 in Form 2.

5. “Report No.”: As 8 in Form 1.

6. “Line No.”: As 7 in Form 2.

7. “Name of the line”: The following key words or their codes are used for this line, in the
succession indicated here:

Key words   Code           Note
Initial physical inventory  PB Initial physical inventory is equal to the

preceding physical inventory represented
by “Material balance report” for the given
category of nuclear material.

Inventory changes For each inventory change, the sum of all
changes over the whole period should be
filled in, in the order increases -
decreases. Codes are the same as used in
Form 1.

Final report inventory  BE It is an algebraic sum of the initial
physical inventory and inventory changes

Adjusted final book inventory  BA Final book inventory adjusted in respect
to the difference in shipper/receiver
measurement, if this difference was used.
If not, BA should be equal BE.

Final physical inventory  PE Is determined as a sum of  weights of all
categories of nuclear material in the
“Physical inventory list”.

Material unaccounted  MF It is a difference between final “Report
inventory” and final physical inventory.

8.  “Element”: As 3 in Form 1.

9. “Element weight”: Total weight for the given line. The sum of weights from accounting
records is given.

10. “Weight unit”: As 5 in Form 1.

11.  “Isotope weight”: Total mass of an isotope for the given line. The sum of weights from
accounting records is given.

12.  “Isotope”: As 6 in Form 1.

13. “Note”: As 19 in Form 1.

14. “Correction to”: As 16 in Form 1.

IV.  Form No. 4 - Book   Inventory
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          Each licensee prepares this form for his own control purposes or for the Office and the
Agency control lawivities. This form should be filled in in the same way as the Form No. 2.

V. Form No. 5 - General Ledger

          Licensee maintains this document for each category of nuclear material separately. The
form should be filled in only in an original, for the Office and the  Agency control purposes
copies will be made as required.

           Entries in this form are made on the basis of accounting records, and should be made
on the same day when a change occurred, or on the day when a mistake in one of the
preceding entries was found.

1. “Name and address of the licensee or code of the installation and the MBA”: As 7 in  Form
1.

2. “Stamp and signature”: As 19 in Form 1.

3.Element”: As 3 in Form 1.

4. “Weight unit”: As 5 in Form 1.

5. “Isotope”: As 6 in Form 1.

6. “Page No.”: Each page of this form must be numbered.

7. “Date”: Date of the inventory or record change.

Á. “Type of the inventory change”: Key words from Form 1 should be used.  After a physical
inventory is closed, information on unaccounted for material should be also entered, if
applicable. After that, the adjusted book inventory should be equal to the physical inventory.

9. “From/to”: When nuclear material is received or shipped, the abbreviation or code of the
licensee from whom nuclear material was received or to whom nuclear material was shipped,
is entered. In the case of an inventory change which concerns the given licensee only, this
column remains empty.

10. “Name of the batch”: As 1 in Form 1.

11. “Reported in Report No.”: Number of the report which informed the Office on the
inventory change, is mentioned.

12. “Change”: Weight of the element or isotope by which the book inventory has changed, is
given.

13. “Book inventory”: Algebraic sum of entries in the preceding line and entries in the
“Change” column.
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14. “Note”: Additional supplementary information, if any, should be given. It serves
specifically to explain the correction entries.

In the case of an erroneous form entry (erroneous sum, mistake in the accounting records, etc.)
data in that line should be corrected, and if necessary,  all following lines in the “General
ledger” columns as well. The note to the first line should then include number of the report by
which the Office was informed on the particular correction.

VI.  Form No. 6 - Export-Import Notification (EIN)

          The licensee fills in this form as the accompanying document for an international
shipment. Six copies should be prepared. Two EIN copies licensee transmits together with the
shipment, three copies - to the Office, and he / she retains one copy for his / her own needs.
Two copies which accompany shipment should be crossed over, from left bottom to right top
corner (for instance - by red felt pen).

      Shipper, receiver and the Office data:

1.“Export-Import Notification No.”: Is not entered at licensee.

2. “Shipper”: Name and address of the shipper is entered.

3. “State code” (left-hand side of the form): Code of the shipper’s state (for the Czech
Republic it is “CZ”).

4. “Receiver”: Name and address of the receiver is entered.

5. “State code” (right-hand side of the form): Is not entered at licensee.

Shipment data  

6. “By (transport)”: Type of the conveyance which carries the particular shipment.

7. “Number of packages”: Number of pieces (packing cases) in the shipment is entered. This
information may be joint for several batches. In such a case, licensee should make a note that
the number is joint one for the batches names of which are entered.

8. “Total weight of shipment”: Total brutto weight of the shipment (including packaging).

9. “Net weight of compound”: Net weight of a compound, alloy, etc. which contains nuclear
materials is entered. This entry should correspond to the total weight/mass in the
corresponding “Inventory change report” which has been forwarded to the Office. Thus, this
information is filled in separately for each batch name.

Batch data

10. “Batch name”: As 1 in Form 1.
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11. “Date of shipment”: Date of batch shipment from the licensee.

12. “Material description”: As 2 in Form 1.

13. “Number of items”: As 4 in Form 1.

Shipper´s data

14. “N/D/E/P/T”: As 3 in Form 1.

15. “Weight, element”: As 14 in Form 1.
16. “Kg/g”: As 5 in Form 1.

17. “Weight, fiss. isotope”: As 15 in Form 1.

18. “G/K/J”: As 6 in Form 1.

19. “Date”: Date of the inventory change as in “Inventory change report”.

20. “Signature”: As 19 in Form 1.

21. “Notes”: Note which elucidates the joint shipment data. If this note is extensive, it is
possible to continue on the back of the form.

Receipt from abroad:

The licensee fills in the tick framed part of the form in the case when it was received from a
foreign shipper or through the Office together with material, the entries must be the same as in
the inventory change report.

VII.  Form No. 7 - Statement on Nuclear Material Import

          This form is filled in in two copies, one copy licensee forwards to the Office and retains
the second for his / her own needs. The form should be attached to the application for nuclear
material import.

1. “Applicant”: Name and address of the applicant for the nuclear material import license.

2. “Delimitation”: These categories and description of nuclear material to be imported,
including their quantities are entered.

3. “Utilisation”: Reason for the nuclear material import is entered.

4. “Data, signature and stamp”: Without date, signature of the statutory  representative and the
licensee stamp the “Statement” is unvalid, and as such will be disregarded.

VIII. Form Specimens
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Form No. 1 Inventory Change Report

Form No. 2  Physical Inventory List

Form No. 3 Material Balance Report

Form No. 4  Book Inventory

Form No. 5  General Ledger

Form No. 6  Export-Import Notification

Form No. 7  Nuclear Material Import Statement

Form No. 7

State Office for Nuclear Safety
�������3UDKD����6HQRYiåQp�QiP���

NUCLEAR MATERIAL IMPORT STATEMENT

       Applicant (name):...........
.....................................................
............................................

declares that nuclear material listed below (delimitation):......................
...............................................
...................................................
..................................................
will be used for the following purposes:.............................
.....................................................
....................................................

       Applicant at the same time pledges:
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a) not to use the aforementioned nuclear material for any purposes which would be contrary to
the Treaty  on Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons and would facilitate attaining any
military goals,

b) to enable implementation of the Office and the  Agency safeguards and control,

c) to ensure that the level of implemented physical protection as a minimum corresponds to
that required by the  Office,

not to export nuclear material without the Office license, and to notify the Office on each
transfer of nuclear material.

Date:                                                                   Statutory representative signature

                                                                            Applicant stamp


